Statins Can Cause Muscle Damage Without Necessarily Exhibiting Pain
Symptoms
By Jonathan Benson, Natural News
If you take statin drugs to lower your cholesterol levels, these medications could be damaging your
muscles without you even knowing it. Several studies not typically mentioned by the pro-statin drug
lobby reveal that HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors can cause skeletal muscle damage that may not always
exhibit obvious pain symptoms -- and yet the perpetual damage caused by statin use will likely persist
long after the medication is ceased.
According to Duane Graveline, M.D., M.P.H., a retired family physician, the cholesterol-lowering
properties of statins directly damage muscle fibers, and are responsible for eroding cell walls and
altering the way muscles work. This is why many statin drug users report chronic pain symptoms that
did not exist prior to having started statin regimens
(http://www.spacedoc.com/muscle_pain_statins.htm).
But for many other statin users, these pain symptoms may not always be obvious, as it appears that
primarily athletes and other active individuals that exercise regularly notice the changes. For the millions
of statin users that are not particularly active, in other words, muscle degradation caused by statin use is
a gradual, and sometimes unnoticeable, process that will exhibit major health problems later on in life -and by the time the damage is severe enough to be noticeable, it will be too late to undo it.
"The more you depend on your muscles, the more likely you are to notice minor damage," writes Tom
Naughton from Fat Head in reference to a 2006 study published in the Journal of Pathology that
identified a link between statin use and ultrastructural damage in skeletal muscle (http://www.fatheadmovie.com).
"Most people who sit for a living and aren't dedicated to exercising could probably become a bit weaker
without ever noticing, which would explain why only five percent of all statin-takers report muscle
problems. But if you limit the study to people who engage in strenuous exercise -- and are therefore
more likely to track their speed or strength -- the number goes up to 25 percent. Limit the study to
professional athletes, and now you're looking at 86 percent reporting muscle problems."
A 2004 study published in the British Journal of Pharmacology had previously found that the vast
majority of athletes cannot tolerate taking statin drugs because of the intense muscle pain these drugs
induce. And yet at the same time, most sedentary statin users are unaware that their muscles are being
damaged because many of them do not use these muscles on a regular basis
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1884475/).
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